Division of Bioinformatics and
Biostatistics
Weida Tong, Ph.D.
National Center For Toxicological Research
U.S. Food and Drug Administration

Division Staff (>50)
•

Four branches:
–

Bioinformatics Branch (Huixiao Hong): Research centric = 14 (7 FTEs + 2 vacancies + 5 postdocs/students)

–

Biostatistics Branch (Roger Perkins): Research + Support = 12 (6 FTEs + 4 vacancies + 2 postdocs/students)

–

R2R Branch (Joshua Xu): Research + Support = 14 (9 FTEs + 5 postdocs/students)

–

Scientific Computing Branch (Ted Bearden): Service centric = 17 (13 FTEs + 4 vacancies)

•

Immediate office: 3 administrators + 1 senior advisor (Joe Meehan) + 1 postdoc

•

The Division is multidisciplinary:

•

–

IT-specific expertise: software engineers, programmers, system administrators, etc.

–

Research scientists: bioinformatics, (bio)statistics, chemoinformatics/computational chemistry, biology, etc.

Division activities: 40% in research and 60% in support/service
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Center-Wide Support
•

Legacy activities — a part of center-wide infrastructure and investment
–
–

•

Bioinformatics-specific support — establish data-analysis environment, manage commercial and in-house software
tools, and conduct training courses
–
–
–
–

•

Work with on-site OMIT staff (12 FTEs) to take care of IT infrastructure and related support: Computer Center (135 servers,
petabyte (pb) of data storage, high performance computing (HPC) cluster
Statistical support for NIEHS/National Toxicology Program, FDA/Center for Tobacco Products, etc

ArrayTrack for microarray data management, analysis, and interpretation
Manage HPC for big data analytics
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) data: implement Galaxy platform and manage CLC Genomics Workbench
Provide the training to use these tools

Bioinformatics and biostatistics support requested by principle investigators from other NCTR divisions
–
–
–
–
–

Sequencing data analysis (NeuroTox, DGMT, DBT) for microRNAs, methylation data (epigenetics), RNA-seq and DNA-seq
Integrated analysis of multiple sources of omics data (NeuroTox)
Biostatistical support (DBT and DSB)
Data-management software development (Microbiology)
FDALabel: FDA drug labeling database (OSC, CDER/OND, and CDER/OCS)
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Beyond NCTR - Collaborations with CDER
•

Support DASH (Data Analysis Search Host) Tool (CDER/OTS)
–
–

•

Develop Breakthrough Therapy Designation (BTD) system (CDER/OND)
–
–
–

•

DASH tracks approval of NDAs/BLAs and the progression from Investigational New Drugs (IND) to New Drug Applications
(NDA) or Biologics License Applications (BLAs)
Objectives: 1) improve DASH performance (user-interface and DB) and 2) increase its utility by integrating with other
review data
BTD establishes a functional regulatory and analytical tracking system to support an efficient and ongoing analysis of BTDs
It captures data about all BTD Requests, including those withdrawn or denied
Approved BTD requests are linked to associated data in DASH

Working closely with CDER/OCS
–
–
–

Develop IND Smart Template to standardize the IND data submission and management
Develop a text mining method to retrieve information from the FDA Approval Letters to sponsors (completed)
Develop FDALabel to manage the FDA drug labeling data to support regulatory application (Led by NCTR/OSC)

•

Text-mining study of OND regulatory documents (meeting minutes) (CDER/OND)

•

Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (REMS) (CDER Office of Communication)
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Beyond NCTR - Collaboration with Other FDA Centers
• ORA (ORA Office of Information Systems Management):
– Prototype a custom Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS)
• Salmonella testing and pesticide detecting at the Arkansas Laboratory

– International Mail Facility (IMF)
• The FDA is responsible for inspecting packages entering the U.S. at IMFs when the
packages appear to contain drugs; however, inspection is a labor-intense process.
• Developing an AI-based software to identify suspicious packages.

• CTP: Use molecular modeling to assess addiction potential of
tobacco constituents (completed)
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Division Overview and Missions
Precision
Medicine
Endocrine
Disruptors

Rare Disease
disease &
Drug Repurposing
repurposing
TGx
Drug
Safety

AI

Research
To conduct integrative bioinformatics and
biostatistics research to support FDA’s mission
of improving the safety and efficacy of FDAregulated products.

Support

CDER

ORA

NCTR

To ensure that the division’s activities relate to
FDA’s review process, our linkages with product
centers continue to be strengthened, and our
capabilities evolve to meet the current and
future needs of FDA.
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Division Research – The Past, Present, and Future
Precision
Medicine
Endocrine
Disruptors

Rare Disease &
Drug Repurposing

Top 3 Accomplishments
During the Last 5 Years

TGx
Drug
Safety

AI

Examples of Current Projects:
Evaluating toxicogenomics systems
Future Directions

CDER

ORA

NCTR
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Accomplishment #1: MAQC
•

MicroArray Quality Control (MAQC): An FDA-led consortium
effort to assess technical performance and application of
emerging technologies for safety evaluation and clinical
application
–
–
–

•

MAQC-III/SEQC1 Study Design
6 reference samples

Started in 2005 with MAQC-1
Completed 3 projects with ~30 publications by 2014
Working on the fourth project on DNA sequencing

By 2014, completed MAQC-III (RNA-sequencing); also
known as Sequencing Quality Control (SEQC)
–
–
–

More than 180 participants from 73 organizations
Generated > 10Tb data; represented ~6% data in GEO (Jun,
2014)
10 Manuscripts: 3 in Nat Biotechnol, 2 in Nat Commun, 3
in Sci Data, 2 in Genome Biology

11 Labs

3 Platforms
Illumina
SOLiD
454
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Accomplishment #2: LTKB
•

Liver Toxicity Knowledge Base (LTKB): A knowledge
base system for predicting drug-induced liver injury
(DILI) in humans, which involves
–
–
–

•

Determining human DILI with a systematic approach
Collecting diverse datasets (most are from emerging
technologies) associated with marketed drugs
Developing DILI-predictive models; assessed
individually and in combination

Communicated LTKB models via the FDA LiverTox
Working Groups; Rule-Of-Two (RO2) model has been
evaluated by FDA
–
–

Applied to ~20 cases ranging from IND, NDA, to postmarket processes
Resulted in a joint publication with CDER in
Gastroenterology (Mishra P. and Chen M. 2017,
PMID28327365)
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Accomplishment #3: Rare Disease
•

•

•

Mission: Study of rare disease with bioinformatics
–

~7000 reported rare diseases with only ~500 therapeutic
options

–

One third of FDA-approved drugs over the past 10 years were
for rare diseases

Repurposing oncologic
drugs for rare disease

Goals: In silico drug repositioning to exploit marketed
drugs for safer and affordable alternatives for rare diseases
–

Deciphering miRNA transcription factor feed-forward loops to
identify drug-repurposing candidates for cystic fibrosis

–

Potential reuse of oncologic drugs for the treatment of rare
diseases

Publications:
–

2 publications in Trends in Pharmacological Sciences (IF=10.15),
Drug Discovery Today (IF=6), Genome Medicine (IF=7)
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Examples of Current Projects
Precision
Medicine
Endocrine
Disruptors

Rare Disease &
Drug Repurposing
TGx
Drug
Safety

AI

CDER

Evaluating TGx systems

ORA

NCTR
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In the context of TGx:
• What’s the difference
among various preclinical
models?
•

Can a one-day experiment
replace a 28-day study?

•

Is it possible to extrapolate
from in vitro to in vivo?

•

What is the key difference
between various animal-free
models?
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How to Compare Different TGx Models?
•

Common approaches - individual compounds
dependent observation:
– Which model generates the results that make more
sense?
– Is it in agreement with the known mechanisms?
– How similar are two TGx models?

•

Our approach - a drug pair-dependent
observation:
– What’s the resolution of a model to separate a pair of
drugs from other pairs?
– If two TGx models rank the drug pairs similarly, they
are similar!
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A Pair-Ranking (PRank) Method

TG-GATEs

Liu et al. Transcriptional Responses Reveal Similarities Between Preclinical
Rat Liver Testing Systems, Frontiers in Genetics, 2018, 9, 74.
Liu et al. In Vitro to In vivo Extrapolation (IVIVE) for Drug-Induced Liver Injury
Using a Pair Ranking (PRank) Method, ALTEX, 2017, 34 (3), 399
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Relationship of rat in vitro, human in vitro
and 28-day rat TGx models – PRank score
•

Within Rat TGx models:
•

•
•

•

One-day single doses study is highly
similar to 28-day repeated dose study
(Score=0.9)
In vitro to in vivo is high (Score=0.71)
In vitro: rat and human are similar
(Score=0.77)

Human in vitro is not similar to 28-day
study (Score=0.58)
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Liver Toxicity:
Consistency Between TGx Models Are Increased
Liver Toxicity
classification

#drugs

Rat:
vitro2vivo

Human in vitro to
rat in vivo

In vitro:
rat2human

Most-DILI-concern

46

0.76

0.62

0.74

Xu’s label

47

0.82

0.53

0.73

Sakatis’s label

51

0.77

0.63

0.73

Baseline (Whole set)

120

0.71

0.58

0.77
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PRank Can Be Used
To Compare Various Assay Models!

In Silico

In Vitro
Methods
Genomics

PRank

Future Directions
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

To continually develop “big data” analytics, particularly in the area of artificial
intelligence (AI) for FDA data (e.g., DeepSAFE, DeepLabel, DeepFAERS)
To evaluate data from animal-free methodologies for regulatory application; e.g., to
compare, contrast, and combine new data stream for drug safety, such as predicting
drug-induced liver injury
To address issues related to computational reproducibility
To apply computational approaches for opioid drugs
To investigate real-world data as real-world evidence to support FDA missions
Increase data-analysis support, such as imaging and NGS data to improve our ability
to deal with “big data”
Advance the R2R program to strengthen our linkage to other FDA centers
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Feedback Requested
• Any recommendation for recruiting/filling the vacancies?
• How to utilize the growing size of the diverse datasets in the public
domain to address the FDA issues?
– Regarding electronic health records…will they mature and where do you see
the challenges?

• What emerging technologies are on the horizon that generate “big
data” and need our engagement?
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